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'.l'HE MAXIM,NOHDENFELT GUNS AND}
. AMMUNITJON COMPANY, Lll\H'.l'ED .

RESPONDENTS.

Restrafat of 'l?·ade- '1\·ade·r - Covenant in Restraint of 'l'ra.de- Gcnernl
Restrat"nt- Partia.l· Restraint-- 'l'·i'.rne-Spcwe- l'uulic Policy.
A patentee and manufacturer of guns and ammunition for purposes of
war covenanted with a company to which his 11awnts and business had
been transferred that he would not for twenty-five years engage except on
behalf of tho company either directly or indirectly in t he busin_ess of a
manufacturer of guns or ammunition:-·
·
lield, afilrming the. decision of the Court of Appeal ([1893] 1 Ch. 630),
that the covenant though unrestricted as to space wns not, liaving regar<l
to the nature of tl1e business and tho limited n umber of the customers
(namely the Governments of this and othilr ·countries); wider than was
n ecessary for the protection of the com1Jany, nor injurious to the imblic ·
interests of this country.; that it was iherefore valid and might be
enforced by injunction..
·

APPEAL from an ord~r or" ~ho Court <>f Appeal (1). The
question turned upon a covenant in restraint of trade; unrestricted as to space, made on the 12th· of September 1888
(1) [1893] 1 Ch. 630.
'3
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between the appellant and the respondent company, under the
circumstances related in the judgment of Lord Herschell L.O.
The covenant was in these words:" The said Thorsten Nordenfelt shall pot, during the term of
twenty-five years from the .date of the . incorporation of the
company if the company shall SO long continue to carry Oil
· h er d'n.ee tly
business, engage except on beha,lf of t 1:ie com.pany e~t
or indirectly in the trade or business of a manufacturer of guns
gnu mountings or carriages, gunpowder explosives or ammunition, or in any business competing or liable to compete in any
way with that for the time being carried on by the company,
provided that such restriction shall not apply .to explosives
other than gunpowder or to subaqueous or submarine boats
or torpedoes or castings or forgings of steel or iron or alloys
of iron or of . copper. Provided also that the said Thorsten
Nordenfelt shall not be released from this restriction by the
company ceasing to carry on business merel y for the purposes
of re-constitution or' with a. view to the transfer of the business
thereof to another company so long as siich other company
taking a transfer thereof shall continue to carry on the
same:"

The appellant having afterwards entered into an agreement
with other manufacturers of guns and ammunition, the respondent company brought an action against him t.o enforce the
covenant by injunction.
Romer J. made an order declaring thl!ot the covenant was void
as being unreasonable and beyond what was required for the
protection of the company.
The Court of Appeal (Lindley, Bowen and A. L. Smith L.JJ.)
were of opinion that the covenant was too wide in its application
to any business which the company might carry on during
twenty.five years, but was valid as regarded the gun and
ammunition business, and varied the order of Romer J. by
declaring "that the covenant is valid so far as it relates to the
trade or business of a manufacturer of g uns gun mountings
or carriages, gunpowder explosives or ammunition (except
explosives other than gunpowder or subaqueous or submarine
boats or torpedoes or castings or forgings of steel or iron or

A.C.
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alloys of iron or of copper)." And the Court granted an H. L. (E.)
injunctipn and ordered au inquiry accordingly (1).
~
XORDE-'<'l':eill'

April 13, 16, 17. The appellant in person :"'·
'M..uD(
The ·J'udgment of Bowen L.J. is inconsistent with the decision )<ono:&.'i'nt.T
Gu~s A..'ID
of the Court of Appe1:1-l in Def:vies v. Daiies (2) and with Tallis v. A.lll-<v!>TrIOY
Tallis (3) in which Lord Campbell C.J. expressly stated that Col!PA.."IT.
though the- restriction may be unlimited in respect of time,
there-must be some limit of space. The Court of Appeal has
altl!red .the law. It cannot· be the law that a man should be
prevented from earning his living in any part of the wide world.
The true principle is that the restraint must not be wider than
is necessary for the protection of the covenantee : Bousillon v.
R&Usillon (4); Mil,ls v. Dimham (5). The present case does not
coine within any ·of· the exceptions · to the general principle
against restraints of trade. The business was sold without reserve,
and the covenant was not made in connection 'vith the_sale of the
business and is thus doubly void, as there was no consideration,
and the restraint is in effect a universal oue, both as to time and
space. Further, it would be against public policy to enforce the
covenant ; as the special knowledge acquired is no longer available for the service of the British Government. Besides, the
respondents are sufficiently protected by their patents; and
to enforce the covenant would be an indirect and illegitimate
method of prolonging or extending those patents.
Sir R. E. Webste1· Q.O. and W. F. Hamilton, for the respondents:The restraint is not greater than is required for the protection
of the respondents, who were in a position to impose more
stringent terms. It cannot be against public policy to prohibit
the appellant from giYing his ad vice or assistance to foreign
Governments, and Bowen L.J. seemed to intimate that a stipulation that he should not advise the British Government might
be illegal. The limits of such covenants must Yary with the
(1) [1893] 1 Ch. 630.
(Z) 36 Ch. D. 359.

(3) 1 E. & B. 391.
(4) H: Ch. D. 351.
(5) [1891] 1 Ch. 576.
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progress of trade and international intercourse, and also according
to the character of t he business. The case is practically one of
Xo1:: ; ;N..LT a trade secret to which the law forbidding retraint of trade
~!.~~Ill does uot apply. The appellan t is not pi:evented from earning
~;~.~!:':;,,. his living. He may; for inst?-nce, make aurl sell sporting guns.
A.'1l1CNI1'!0N The alleged absence or inadequacy of consideration is a matter
CO:i!PA..''\Y.
l. h h c
.
.
w HC t e o.urt cannot consider.: G-mvely v. ·B arna1·d (l ).
[They also cited Rousillon Y. R ousillon (2), Mitchel v. Reynolds (3), and Tallis v. Tnllis (4), arid the cases referred to i-n t he
Courts below.]
H. L (E.)
lSO·!

The appellant in reply.: There is nothing in the nature of a trade secret, as any one
could make one of the guns from a pattern. Many of the
patents expire. in a year or two, and the respondents are t hus
practicaUy getting a large extension of t hese patents. The ·
terms imposed are oppressive, especially as the company has
sold its business at 100 per cent. profit.
The House took time for consideration.
July 31. Lo:rm HERSCHELL L.O. :-

ii-Iy Lords, the question raised by this appeal is, whether a
covenant ep.terecl into between the parties can be enforced against
the appellant, or whether it is void as bei ng in restraint of trade.
The covenant in question was contained in an agreement of
the 12th of September 1888, and was in these terms " (2.) The .
said Thorsten Nordenfelt sha.U not, during the term of ~5 years
from the date of the incoi;poration of the company if the company shall so long continue to carry on business, engage except
on behalf of the company either directly Ol' indirectly in the
trade or business of a manufacturer of guns gun·mountings or
carriages, gunpowder explosives or ammunition or in any business competing or liable to compete in any wav with that for the
time being carried on by the company; provided t hat such restriction shall not apply to explosives other .than gunpowder or
(1) Law Rep. 18 Eq. 518, 522.
(~) H Ch. D. 351, 363.

(3) 1 l'. Wms. 181.
(-1,) 1 E. & B. 391.
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to subaqueous or submarine boats or torpedoes or castings or
·forgings of steel or iron or alloys of iron or of copper. Provided
also that the said Thorsten Nordenfelt shall not be released from
this restriction by the company ceasing to carry_on business
mereiy _for the purpose of recon.stitution or with a view to the
~
transfer of ·t he business- thereof to another company so long as
. such other company tal;:ing a ·transfer thereof shall continue to
carry on th~ .same." _The agreement also provi ded t hat t h e
appellant should, for seven years from the incorporation of the
respo~clent company, retain the share qualification of a director,
and sh~uld act as .managing dir~ctor of the company, at a remuneration of £2000 a year, together with a commission upon
t he net .~ofit of the company.
Before directing attention to the particular terms of t he covenant, and to the considerations to which it gives rise, it is
necessary to adve:rt to the position of the parties at the time the
agreement was entered into.
The appellant had, prior to March 1886, obtained patents for
improvements in quick-firing guns, and carried on, amongst
other things, the business of t he manufacture of such guns and
-0f ammunition. In t hat month he procurecl the registration of
.a limited liability company, which was to take over his business,
with the business assets and liabilities. On the 5th of TIIarch 1886
an agreement was made between the appellant and the Nordenfelt Guns and .Ammunition Company by which the company was
to purchase the goodwill of the appellant's business, and all the
stock, plant, aud patents connected therewith, he covenanting t-0
act as managing director for a period of fi\'e years, and so long
as the Nordenfelt Company should continue to carry on business
" not to engage, except on behalf of such company, either
directly or indirectly in the trade or business of a manufacturer
of guns or ammunition, or in any business competing or liable t-0
compete in any way with that carried on by such company."
The agreement for purchase was d uly carried into effect, and
the price paid to the appellant, namely, £ 237,000 in cash, and
£50,000 in paid-up shares of the company. In July 1888
negotiations were entered int-O for the amalgamation of the
Norden.felt Company and the Maxim Gun Company, and for the

Ii. L. (E.)

~
XoRD>:~Fl!LT
M:;llt
XoRD<:Nn:LT

Gu:;:s ~n
Almu~"ITION
Colll'~-Y•

Lo?'d Iltrschell,

L.c.
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transfer of their business and assets to a new company, to ba
called the l\Iaxim-Nordenfelt Guns and Ammunition Company.
NoR!ltNFELT
By an agreement for the amalgamation of. the iwo companie~,
dated
the 3rd of July 1888, and made .between ·the Maxim Com'"
l.I.-\XDt
~Ol:TI E:X»El.T pany, the Nor<lenfelt Company, and P. Thaine, on behalf of the
Gc:--:s ;\XD
AIDl t':XlTlON new company, the N ordeufelt ·Company ag.reed that they w~uld
C-OJ! ?."'~Y.
procure the appellant to enter into the agreement which was
Lord l~c~nel1, afterwards embodied in the instrument of the 12th of September
1888..
.
The respondents were incorporated on the 17th of July 1888,
and on the 8th of August the agreement of the 3rd of July· w~s
adopted by the company. It is to be noted that at the time
when this agreement was entered into, to which the N ordenfelt
Company was a party, the appellant was managing director of
that company, and that, in the memorandum cf association of
the amalgamated company which was signed by the appellant,
the objects of the company were stated to be, inter alia., not only
the adoption of tlie agreement of the 3rd of July, but. also "to
acquire, undertake, and carry on as successors to the l\Iaxim Guu
Company and the Nordenfelt Guns and Ammunition Company,
the goodwill of the trade and businesses heretofore carried on by
such companies and each of them, and the property and rights
belonging to or held in connection therewith respectively." .
This is of importance, because the appellant in a forcible
argument' pointed out that the judgment of the Court of Appeal
was largely founded on the fact that the covenant in question
was entered into in connection with the sale of the goodwill of
the appellant's business, and was designed for the protection of
the goodwill so sold, and he contended that this was an error,
inasmuch as there was no sale by him of the goodwill on that
occasion, he having already parted with it to the Nordenfelt
Company, the later sale heiog by that company and not by him.
I think it is impossible to accede to this contention. Upon
the sale by the appellant to the Nordenfelt Company, the goodwill was conveyed to them, and was protected by a covenant in
some respects larger than the one he entered . into in September
1888, but it was limited to the time during which that company
should carry on business; it therefore necessarily ceased when
L. (E.)

.A.. ·C.
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the N ordenfelt Company and the Maxim Company were absorbed H. L. (E.)
by the new company. But in the agreement for the amalgama189-f
tion (to th~ making .of which, as I have s'aid, the appellant was NoRmrnn:ur
-a. party) the covenant which the Nordenfelt Company undertook M.:;ru:
to obtain from the appellant was to be in addition to the transfer NonDEN<'ELT
•
GCT>s .~so
by the K ordenfelt Company \)f the full benefit of any obligations .~Mi::s-r~wl'I
. h 1l\Ir. .,,,~ I twas· ·th en ·un·d··er· t.o th
whic
i ,orden.1e
. a t company, and b y Col!P.\~"Y.
the terms of t)le memorandum of association. of the new com- Lord ~};".'cneu,
pany .the object was, as I have shewn, stated to the world to be
.'.the acquisition of the goodwill of the Nordenfelt Company.
l\Iv L~rds, in view of these. facts, I think the case must be
treated o.n precisely the same footing as if the obligations of the
covenant· under consideration had been undertaken in connection
with the direct transfer to the respondents of the goodwill of the
appellant's business and with the object of protecting it.
· The appellant mainly relied upon the fact that the covenant
\vas general, that is to say, unlimited in respe-ct of area, and
argued that it was therefore void. I think it was long regarded
as established, as part of the common law of England, that such
a general covenant could not be supported.
In early times all agreements in restraint of trade, whether
general or restricted to a particular area, would probably have
been held bad; but a. distinction came to be taken between
covenants in general restraint of trade and those where the
restraint was only partial. The distinction was i·ecognised and
given effect to by L ord :Oiacclesfield in his celebrated judgment
in Mitchel v. Rei;nolds (1). That was a case of particular r estraint,
and the covenant was held good, the Chief Justice saying," that
wherever a sufficient consideration appears to make it a. proper
and a useful contract, and such as cannot be set aside without
injury to a fai r contractor, it ought to be maintained; but with
this constant diversity, namely, where the restraint is general,
not to exercise a trade throughout the kingdom, and where it is
limited to a particular place, for the former of these must be
void, being of no benefit to either party, and only oppressive, as
shall be shewn by-and-by." And at a later part of the judgment,
after dividing voluntary restraints by agreement iuto those which
( 1) 1 P. Wms. 181.
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are, first, general, or. secondly, p.irtieular as to places or persons,
he formulates with regard to the former the following p.roposition;
" General restraints are all void, whether by bond, covenant, or
promise, &c., with or without consideration, and whether it be of
the party's own trade ~r not." In .the .case of J1ast1w, &c., of
~umnahers v. Fell (1), Willes C ..T. said the general rule was
" that all restraints of trade, (which the law-so mri9h favours,) if
.nothing more appear, are bad . . . But to this general rule there ·
are some exceptions, as, first, if the-' restraint be only particular
in respect to the time or place, and there be a good consideration
given to the person restrained."
As I read the authoriti~s, until the cases to which I shall call
attention presently, the distinction between general and particular
restraints was always maintained, and the latter alone were regarded as exceptions from the general rule, that agreements in
restraint of trade were bad.
· In the case of Horne'/· v. Gn.vl)eS (2), Tindal C.J. said: " The
law upon this subject (i.e. restraint of trade) has been, laid down
with so much authority and precision by Parker C.J. in g'iving
the judgment of the. Court of B. R. in the case of 11itchel '·
R~1nolds (3), which has been the leading case on the subject
from that time to the present, that little more remains than
to apply the principle of that case to the present. Now, the
rule lai~ .down by the Court in that case is, ' that voluntary
restraints, by agreements between the- parties, if they amount t o
a general restraint of trading by either pa.rty, are void, whether
with or without consideration; but particu'la.r restraints of trading,
if made upon a good and adequate consideration, so as it be a
proper and useful contract,' that is, so as it is a reasonable
restraint only, 'are good.'"
After stating that the case then before the Court did not "fall
within the :first class of contracts as it certainly did not amount
to a general restraint," he proceeded to consider whether the
particular covenant was a good one.
It is true that in a later part of his judgment the following
passage occurs : " In the case above referred to, Parker C.J.
(1) Willes, at p. 388.

(2) 7 Biug. 735.
(3) 1 P. Wmf. 181.

A.O.
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says, 'a restraint to carry on a trade throughout the ldngdom
must be void; a restraint to carry it on within a particular place
is good' ; ~vhich are , rat4er instances and ex~imples, ihan limits
·of the application of the rule, whic)l can only be at last, what is
a reasonable rnstraint with reference to the particular case."
But I cannot, in view of the passage which I have quoted from
the earlier pa1:t of his jud.gi:n~nt, ·understand this.as an indication
·of opinion on the part of. Tindal C.J . that there was no distinc. tion in paint of' law between general and particular restraints ;
.· that in t.he case of both alike the ouly question is whether in the
paiticular ~ase the restraint is.reasonable. If so, it conld hardly
be said· that the law had been laid down with precision by
Parker C.J., nor could such contracts be accurately divided
into tw~ classes, if every particular case, whether it fell within
the one class or the other, was, in point of law, to be dealt with
' in precisely the same manner. I am confirmed in this view of
Tindal O.J.'s opinion by his judgment in the subsequent case
of Hinde v. Gray (I ). In that case the defendant had entered
into a covenant with the plaintiffs, to whom he had demised a
brewery 1n Sheffield, that he would not, during the continuance
of the demise, carry on the trade of brewer or agent for the sale
beer in Sheffield or elsewhere ; but would, so far as the same
should not interfere with his private avocations, give all the
advice and informatfon in his power to the plaintiffs with regard
to the management and carrying on of the brewery. The breach
alleged was that the defendant had solicited and obtained orders
for ale not purchased of the plaintiffs nor brewed by them, and
that large quantities of ale had thereunder been delivered and
sold. There was a demurrer to this breach; judgment was given
for the defendant, Tindal C.J. saying that it was " assigned on
a covenant which according to the case of Warcl v. Byrne (2) was
void in law." This is, to my mind, only intelligible if Wa?·d v.
Byrne (2), which was the case of a bond conditioned not to follow
or be employed in the business of a coal merchant for nine
months, was regarded as establishing, as a matter of law, that a
covenant in general restraint, though limited in point of time,
was void; unless it were so, I do not see how it could be regarded

;f

(1) 1 J\Ian. & G. 195.

(2) 5 M. & W. 548.

H. L . (E.)
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as dete~minin~.that the covenant in: question in Hinde v.· Gray (l)
~
was void; or, rndeed, as an authority in the case of any covenant
Xo1mExFE~T not practically identical in all respects. It is ~lear that there
!IL~~ are material distinctions between the circumstances of the two
~~~~~;;T cases; and, if foe only question was. wh~ther the covenant was
.-Ur.nc;s1T10x reasonable in view of the particular" circumstances ~onsiderat1• 0n~
Co=....i.•·.
.
,
"
.. .. might well be urged (as indeed .they were by·the le!!-rned counsel
Lo.d f~sch·"· for the plaintiffs) why the case then before the Court should not
be :regarded as governed by Wanl ~. Byr:rie (2); but Tindal C.J.
did not proceed to inquire whether, under the particular circumstances appearing on the record in Hinde v. Gray (1), the covenant was a reasonable one, or was wider than was· requisite for
the protection of the plaintiffs, but treated the case as concluded,
as matter of law, by aut hority.
I need not further refer to Ward v. Byrne (2), .except 1o say,
that although the learned judges in that case did express an
opinion that the covenant exceeded what was necessary for the
protection of the: covenantee, they seem to me to recognise that
covenants for a partial restraint, and t hese only, are exceptions
from a general rule invalidating ttgreements in restraint of trade.
In that case, the attempt was made, unsuccessfully, to maintain
t~at a covenant otherwise general might be regarded as a particular restraint, if limited in point of time: a contention for
which some colour was afforded by the language used in earlier
cases.
E. L. (E .)

The views which I have expressed appear to me to have been
entertained by that very learned lawyer l\Ir. John William
Smith, as shewn by his notes to 11fitchel v. Reynolds (3). H e lays
down the law thus: "I~. order, therefore, that a contract in
restraint of trade may be valid at law, the restraint must be, first,
partial, secondly, upon an adequate, or, as the rule now seems to
Le, not on a mere colourable consideration, and there is a third
requisite, namely, that it should be reasonable." This exposition
of the luw has, further, the very weighty sanction of 'Willes and
Keating JJ., who, after the death of l\Ir. J. \V. Smith, edited the
notes to his collection of leading cases.
(2) 5 ~. & W. 548.

(1) 1 Man. & G. 195.

(3) 1 P. \Vms. 181.

A.O.
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In the year after the decision of Hinde v. Gray (l) tlie ·case of H. L. (E.) ·
Whittaker v. Howe (2) came before Lord Langdale. Howe had
189!
covenanted not to practise as ·a solicitor· in any part of Great xo"=FELT
.Britain for twenty years, having sold his business to the plaintiff. :M~~nr
In spite of this he commenced again practisin"' in London, where NoRDE~-PELT
. l y carr1e
. d on busmess.
.
On "'
.
,. AGess
A&D
h e h ad · previous
an app11.cation
10r
m:i::x1T1ox
an interlocutory ·injunctfon, it was contended that the covenant Co.>rPA..w •
·was void. · Th.e ~faster of .the Rolls refused to accede to this con- Lord ~c~•u,
tention and granted the injunction. I t was, of course, clear that
_: a covenant "not to practise in L.ondon, as he was in fact doing,
would have been good, and it was natural that his conduct should
not find· favour at the hands of the Court. But the question
was whether so extensive a covenant as that entered into could
be supp.orted. The case of Mifoliel v." R eynolils (3) was cited in
argument, but neither Ward v. Byrne (4) nor Hinde v. Gray (l )
'appear to have been brought to the notice of the Court. Lord
Langdale expressed himself thus (Whittaker v. Howe (2)) "Agreeing with the Court. of Common Pleas, that in such cases 'no
certain precise boundary can be laid down within which the
restraint would be reasonable, and beyond which excessive,'
having regard to the nature of the profession, to the limitation
of time, and to the decision that a distance of 150 miles does not
describe an unreasonable boundary, I must say, as Lord Kenyon
said in Davis v. Mason (5), 'I do not see that the limits are
necessarily unreasonable, nor 'do I know how to draw the line.' "
The learned judge distinctly indicated that he had not arrived
at an irrevocable conclusion, for he added : " In the progress of
the case it may become necessary to consider further the points
which have been raised; but at present I am of opinion that the
.r ight claimed by Mr. Howe to act in violation of the contract for
which he has received consideration, is, to say the least, so far
doubtful, that he ought not to be permitted to take the law into his
own hands." It is not necessary to consider whether the decision
can be supported, though it was regarded by \Villes and Keating JJ. as questionable, and it is certainly difficult to see why,
(1) 1 'Man. & G. 195.
(2) 3 Beav. 383, 394.

(3) 1 P. Wms. 181.
(4) 5 M. & W. 518.
(5) 5 T. R. 118.
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if a wveuant not to practise as an attorney in Great Britain is
good, a covenant such as was in controversy in Hinde v. Gray (I)
K o 1tDE?iFE1.T should have been pronounced bad in point pf Jan: on demurrer.
. ?ir:~r)t
But I cannot accept it as. a weighty .authority on the · question
:KonDElll'El.T whether it wa
d d as a. ru 1e o.f th
Gu~·s AllD
· s reg:ar e
· e. common 1aw that a.
A~'J.ul11Trol1 general covenant in restraint of trade was void. in Yiew of the
UOllP.LVY.
h ..
·
- . . aut orities I !)ave already referre.d t-0.
.
0
Lord f.c~ ·"·
There have been differing e::s:pressions of opinion -on the subject by distinguished equity judges' in mo1·e recent times. I
will only allude to two of t hese, in which the existence of the
rule I have bee1i. considering has been questioned. In the c~se
of the L eath.et Cloth Company v. Lorsant (2) J ames V.O. said:
"I do not read the cases as having laid down that unrebuttable
presumption which was· insisted upon with so much power by
J\Ir. Cohen. All the cases, when they come to be examined~
seem to establish this principle, that all restraints upon trade
are bad as being _in violation of public policy, unless they are
natural, and not unreasonable for the protection of the parties in..
dealing legally with some subject-matter of cont ract."
·
And again, in R misillon v. Row;illon (3), Fry J. thus expressed
himself: " I have therefore, upon the authorities, to choose
behveen two sets of cases, those which recognise and those which
refuse to recognise this supposed rule ; and, for the reasons
which I ~ave mentioned, I have no hesitation in saying that I
adhere to those authorities which refuse to recognise this rule,
and I consider that the cases in which an unlimited prohibition.
has been spoken of as void relate only to circumstances in
which such a prohibition has been unreasonable."
I do not intend to throw.doubt on what was decided in these
cases, for reasons which will appear hereafter, but I respectfully
differ from the view which appears to be indicated that there
was not at any time a rule of the common law distinuuishin"'
0
0
particular from general restraints, and treating the former only
as exceptions from the general principle that contracts in
restraint of trade are invalid.
The discussion on whi ch ! have been engµged is, it must b6'
H. L. (E.)

~

(1) 1 Man. & G. 185.

(2) Lo.w Rep. 9 Eq. 845.
(3) 14 Ch. D. 351.

.A. c.
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admitted, somewhat academic. For, in considering the applica- H. L. (E.)1
tion of t he rule, and t he limitations, if any, to be placed on it,
189!
I think that regard must be had to the changed conditions of XoRDE~>:<:LT'.
Gommerce and· of the means of communication which have been M~il!
develop~d in -recent vears.
To disr~gard
these would be to miss NGu:ss
osDEN<'ELT
J
~
AND
the substance of the rule in a blind adherence to its letter. Am1m.."ITrol/.
.
"
.
.
. 1
t
COMPA~'Y.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne 1s for all praot1ca purposes as near o
_
London to~da'v as towns which are now regarded as suburbs of LorJ E.'i:~beu.
t he m~tropoli~ ~'ere a ce~tury ago. An order can be sent to
.Newcastie more quickly than it could then have been transmitted from.· one end of L onclori to the other, and goods can be·
conveyed- between t he two cities in a few hours ancl at a comparatively . small cost. Competition has assumed altogether
different· pr.oportions in t hese altered - circumstances, and that
which would have been once merely a burden on the covenantor
may now be essential if there is to be reasonable protection to·
the covenantee.
When Lord Macclesfield emphasized the distinction betweena "eneral
restraint n ot to e::s:ercise a trade throughout the
0
kingdom and one which was limited to a particular place, the
reason which he gave for the distinction was that "the former
of these must be void, being of no benefit to either party, and•
only oppressive, as shall be shewn by-and-by." He returns to·
the subject later on, when giving the reasons why all voluntary
restraints are regarded with disfavour by t he law, in these
terms : "Thirdly, because in a great many instances they can
be of no use to the obligee ; which holds in all cases of general
restraint throughout England; for what does it signify to a
tradesman in L ondon what another does at Newcastle? .A.nd
surely it would be unreasonable to fix: a certain loss on one side,_
without any benefit to the other. The R oman Law would not
enforce such contracts by an action. (See Puffendorf, lib. 5,
c. 2 s. 3. 21 H . 7, 20)." There are other passages in the judgment where this view is enforced.
There is no doubt that, with regard to some professions and
commercial occupations, it is as true to-day as it was formerly,
that it is hardly conceivable that it shoul d be necessary, in
order to secure reasonable protection to a eovenantee, that the

-
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covenantor s};iould. preclude himself from carrying. on such ·
profession or occupation anywhere in England. But it .cannot
::\OR~Tf.LT be doubted that in Other Cases the altered Cil'cUmstanCeS tO
M:~nr
which I have alluded have rendered it ·es:iential, if the requisite
Nonm:xn:LT protection is to be obta1ned, that the same territ-Orial limitations
Gcxs 'ND
·
.
·
·
All~;ni:;rox should not be 1nsisted upon which would in former days have·
Co_.::::xY. been only reasonable. I think, theh, that the' same reasons
L•'"l r:~~hell, which led t~ the adoption Of the rule require that:· it should be
frankly recognised that it cannot· be rigidly adhered to in all
cases.
My Lords, it appears to me that a. study of Lord. l\Iacclesfield's
judgment will shew that if the conditions which .prevail at the
present day had e~isted in his time he would not have laid
<lown a hard-and-fast distinction between general and particular
restraints, for the reasons by which he justified that' distinction
would have been unfounded in point of fact.
Whether the cases in which a general covenant can now be
supported are to be regarded as except.ions from the . rule which
I think was long r.ecognised as established, or whether the rule
is itself to be treated as inapplicable ·to the altered conditions
whic'h now prevail, is probably a matter of words rather than
of substance. The latter is perhaps the sounder view. When
once it is admitted that whethel'_ the covenant be geneTal or
partic~lar the question of its validity is alike determined by the
consideration whether it exceeds what is necessary for the
protection of the covenantee, the dis~inction between general
and particular restraints ceases to be a. distinction in point of
H. L. (E.)
1894

law.

I think t.hat a covenant entered into in connection with the
sale of the goodwill of a business must be valid where the full
benefit of the purchase cannot be otherwise secured to the purchaser. It has been recognised in more than one case that it is
to the advantage of the public that there should be free scope
for the sale of the goodwill of a business or calling. These were
cases of partial restraint. But it seems to me that if there be
occupations where a sale oi the goodwill ~rould be greatly impeded, if not prevented, unless a general covenant could be
obtained by the purchaser, there are no grounds of public policy
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which countervail the disadvantage which would arise if the H . L . (E.)
::,.oodwill
were
in such cases rendered unsaleable.
189!
b
.
._.,..,
I would adopt in these cases the test which in a case of partial X O!lDEl'!'SLT
· :restraint was appiied by the Court of Common Pleas in Hornei· :11.,"~rn
· re...,
n ~on ' \QKDE!it' ELT
v. Gnwes (1 , 1u cons1 errng whether the agreemen t was
- -Gass _., );' 0
able • Tindal. C:J.
said:
"Vve
do
not
see
how
a
better
test
can
.brn11i;1T1oi;
.
.
•
.
C<J l lP.\::0.'"1'.
·be applied to the question, whether reasonable or not, than by t.on! H<:-s<h•l' ,
consideri'n" whether t he -restraint is such only as to afford a fair
i..c.
protection"' to the interests of the party in favour of whom it is
<riven
and. not so larae
as to• interfere with the interests of the
0
' .
Q
public. Whatever restraint is larger than the necessary protec. tion or' the· party can be of no benefit to either; it can only be
oppressive, and, if oppressive, i t is, in the eye of the law, un-.
reasonable." The tendency in later cases has certainly been to
allow a restriction in- point of space which formerly would have
been thought unreasonable, manifestly because of the impro>etl
means of communication. A radius of 150 or even 200 miles
has not been held too much in some cases. For the same reason
I think a restriction applying to the entire kingdom may in
other cases be requisite and justifiable.
I must, however, guard myself against being supposed to lay
down that if this can be shewn the covenant will in all cases be
held to be valid. It may be, as pointed out by Lord Bowen,
that in particular circumstances the covenant might nevertheless
be held void on the ground that it was injurious to t he public
interest.
i\:Iy Lords, I turn now to the application of the law to the facts
of the present case. It seems to be impossible to doubt that it
is shewn that the covenant is not wider than is necessary for the
protection of the respondents. The facts speak for themseh·es.
If the covenant embraced anything less than the whole of the
United Kingdom it is obvious that it would be nugatory. The
only customers of the respondents must be found amongst the
Governments of this and other countries, and it would not
practically be material to them whether the business were carried
on in one part of the United Kingdom or another.
So far I have dealt only with the covenant in relation to the

).

-a . ·

(1) 7 Biog. 736, 743.
A. 0 . 1894.
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'C"nited Kingdom. The appellant ·appeared willing to . concede
that it might be good if limited to the United Kingdom; but he
NoimE~rnr.T contended that it ought not to be world-wide in frs operation. I
)l.:~m
think that in laying down the rule that a 'covenant in restraint
):(~~~~~:;:;-r of trade unlimited_irt regard to spac~ was bad, the Courts. had
"'""~~:0·10~ reference only to t his country. They would, in my opinion, in
Co~"'· the days when t he rule was ad.opted, ·have . ~couted the notion
10'<1 f.c.""h•B, that if for the protection of the vendees of a business in this
country it were necessary to obtai ri a n~strictive covenant embracing foreign countries, that covenant would be bad. They
certainly would not have regarded it.as against public policy to
prevent the person whose .business had been purchased ·and was
being carried on here from setting up or assisting rival businesses
in other countries; and fo r my own part I see nothing injurious
to the public interests of this country in upholding such a
covenant.
· '\Vhen the nature of the business and the limited number of
customers is consl.dered, I do not think the covenant can be held
to exceed what is necessary for the protection of the covenaritees.
1 move your Lordships, therefore, that the judgment appealed
from be affirmed, and the appeal dismissed.
H. L. (1':.)
l !\9-1

LORD \VATSON : -

1\Iy L<;>rds, the order appealed from directs that, for ih-e-andtwenty years from and after the 17th of June 1888, the appellant
shall, if and so long as the respondent company or any company ta.king a transfer of its business shall continue to carry on
business during that period, be restrained from engaging," either
directly or indirectly, in the trade or business of a manufacturer
of guns, gun mountings or carriages, gunpowder explosives or
ammunition (except explosives other than gunpowder, or subaqueous boats or torpedoes, or castings or forgings of steel or
iron, or alloys of iron or of copper)." The prohibition is not confined to English, or even to British, soil ; it extends to every
part of the surface of the globe amilable for the purpose of
carrying on the process of manufacture.
'£he order does nothing more than enforce, according to i ts
terms, an undertaking given to the respondent company by the

A.O.
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appellant upon the occasion of their taking over, in t he year H. L . (E.)
1B88, from the N ordenfelt Company,· the extensive· business
~
which. h?,d · been establi.shed by the appellant, and had been NoruiE!>ru~·
,;.
transferred b:\,· him to the latter company in l\Iarch 1886. At )lAxrn
ORDEN.FE LT
the ba~ of the House the appellant, for the :first time, pleaded N Gt:':ss:
A ~ t·
..:;\lnHi~n·ro~
t hat the undertaking given _by him to the respondent company
Com •A.'(Y.
was without adequ ate consideration; and could not warrant the
·injunction of w.hich he complains. I have a.11 along been satisfied, for the reasons explained by the L ord Chancellor, which I
.'. shall not repeat, that the plea is ,grou.udless, and that, for the
purpose~ of t his appeal, the ·appellant stands in t he same position
as if his undertaking had been given to t he Nordenfelt Company in consideration of the full price which was paid to him by
that co~pany for the stock and good will of his business.
The main question discussed in t he Courts below, and the only
·question which, in my opinion, it is necessary for your Lordships.
to decide, is raised by the appellant's contention. that the personal restraint to which he has agreed to submit, being unlimited
in space, is contrary to the recognised policy of English law, and
is therefore incapable of being enforced hy an English Court.
The decisions, at common law and in equity, which bear more or
less directly upon the question thus arising, are very numerous.
They have been reviewed by the learned judges of the .A.ppeal
Court, who all arrived at the same conclusibn by independent
lines of reasoning, which are occasionally divergent. Some of'
the more important of those cases have been noticed by the
Lord Chancellor, and will be criticized by my noble and learned
friend, L ord )facnaghten. I have, A.S in duty bound, read and
considered all the cases cited; but I do not propose to refer to
them in detail. I shall simply endeavour to indicate the considerations which have led me to concur with your Lordships in
affirming the order of the Court of Appeal.
With regard to the facts of this case, I have only to observe,
that they are, from a legal point of view, exceptional. Their
parallel is not to be found in any of the reported cases; but t hey.
are such as may naturally be expected to occur in the altered
and daily altering conditions under which trade is conductecl in
modern times. The manufacturing department of the business,
3

2 Q2
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which the appellant sold in 1886, was, and still is, carried on at
extensive works in EnD'land
and in Sweden. • The business
0
No1mE:ffELT might. be said to be local in that sense, but in that sense only.
?>L~~ni
The area which it supplied was and is practically 'unlimited.
N~"mM>!:LT The customers wl.io buy the pmducts which the a1Jpellant ao-reed
G u ~s ~:SD
, ' ·
·
o
,unrnxmo:< he should not manufacture, are necessarily a limited class, but
CmiP.<NY.
they are to be found all over the world. · They. include, or,
strictly speaking, consist of, Govern.ments and potentates, great
and· small, civilized and savage, who for purposes offensive or
defensive desire to possess, and have the means of paying for,
Nordenfelt guns with suitable ammunition.
It does not seem to admit of doubt that the general policy of
the law i:s opposed to all restraints upon liberty of individual
action which are injurious to the interests of the State or
community. Nor is it doubtful that Courts will rightly refuse
to enforce any compact by which an indiyidual binds himself
not to use his time and talents in prosecuting a particular
profession or trade, when its enforcement would obvious~y or
probably be attended with these injurious consequences. But it
must not be forgotten that the community has a material interest
in maintaining the rule.s of fair dealing between man and man.
It suffers far greater injury from the infraction of these rules
than from contracts in restraint of trade.
I think; . it is now generally conceded that it is to the
advantage of the public to allow a trader who has established· a
lucrative business to dispose of it to a successor by whom it
may be efficiently carried on. That object could not be accomplished if, upon the score of public policy, the law reserved to
the seller an absolute and indefeasible right to start a rival
concern the day after he sold. Accordingly it has been determined judicially, that in cases where the purchaser, for his own
protection, obtains an obligation restraining the seller from
competing with him, within bounds which having regard to the
nature of the business are reasonable and are limited in respect
of space, the obligation is not obnoxious to public policy, and
is therefore capable of being enforced. !.Vhether-when the
circumstances of the case are such that a restraint unlimited in
space becomes reasonably necessary in order to protect the
H. L. (E.)
IS!H
_,...,,
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purchaser against any attempt by the seller to resume the R. L. (E.)
business which he sold-a covenant imposing that restraint
l8D4'
must be i~validated by the principle of public policy is the NoR::;;nLT
substance of the question which your Lordships have to consider l\L~~rn
in this appeal.
N ORDEN>'El.'r·
·
Gc>i> .l.XD
The earlier. decisions, whi~h were chiefly, if not exclusiYely, Al!"""1Twx
by the Courts of Common Law, contain abundant dicta, which, if COl!PAX\'.
. h t he appe 1- Lord W"".ltsoi::i.
literally followed, would sustain the p1ea upon whic
_lant relies: These dicta. broadly state the rule to be that a
-· general :i;es~raint of trade, or, in other words, a restraint unlimited
. as to space, is void, because it is contrary to the commercial
policy of England. The same proposition is frequently to be
found in. the later common law cases. To me it seems very
natura(that the law should have been laid down in these broad
terms~ The rule of ·policy, as originally understood and administered, struck at all restraints, whether partial or general.
It was relaxed, by these decisions, in the case of partial restrictions, which were held to be reasonable. I feel that, had I
occupied the seat of the learned judges who pronounced them,
I should probably have used the same language which they
employed with reference to unlimited restraints. They never
imagined t~at any business could attain such wide dimensions
that it could not be reasonably protected from the invasion of the
seller except by subjecting him to.a restraint unlimited in space.
I am under the impression that, had they conceived the possibility
of such a case occurring, the rule would have been expressed in
somewhat different terms. I think that, as stated, it was meant
tojnvol ve the assumption that there could be no such case.
A series of decisions based upon grounds of public policy,
however eminent the judges by whom they were delivered,
cannot possess the same binding authority as decisions which
deal with and formulate principles which are purely legal. The
course of })Olicy pursued by any country in relation to, and for
promoting the interests of, its commerce must, as time advances
and as its commerce thrives, undergo change and development
from various causes which are altogether independent of the
action of its Courts. In England, at least, it is beyond the jurisdiction of her tribunals to mould and stereotype national policy.
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Their function; when a case like the present is brought before
them, is, in my opinion, not necessarily to accept what was held
. ~0R;;;FE1:1· to have been the rule of policy a hundred 9r a hundred and fifty
lL1...~rn
years ago, but to asc.ertain, with as neai an approach to accuracy
:--;i~~~~:;:1~·'.· as circumstances permit, what is tJ;le .rule · of policy for the then
.-\);>1i::l'mox present time.
..When that rule bas been ascertained, it becomes
t-om·A.n-. their duty to refuse to give effect to. a private ~0ntract which
:.,.- y,! w""""· violates the rule and would, if, judicially enforced, prove
inj1irious to the community.
No one of the noble and learned L ords before whom this
appeal was heard has had the least difficulty in holding that the
injunct.ion granted was reasonably necessary in order to protect
the respondent company's
business from the a<>'<>'ressive
acts
.
00
ihreatened and commenced by the appellant. Nor, so far as I
understand, have noble and learned Lords had anv hesitation in
coming to the conclusion, with the learned judges.of the Appeal
Court., that there is no existing rule of public policy which can
be effectively pleaded in bar of the injunction. For my. own
1>art, I am very clearly of opinion that no violence is done to the
canon laid down by the Common Law Courts in affirming that a .
restraint which is absolutely necessary in order to protect a
traµsaction which the law permits in the interest of the public
ought to be regarded as reasonable; and cannot, in deferen'ce to
politica1 idea's which are now obsolete, be regarded as in contravention of public policy. Were ·it necessary, I should be
prepared to affirm that, in the year 1888; there was not, and that
there does not now exist, any imperial rule of policy whigh
requires that a restraint havio.g that effect only shall be treated
as a nullity, because it is unlimited in space, in circumstances
such as occur in the present case. I venture to doubt whether it
be now, or e\"er has been, an essential part of the policy of
England to encourage unfettered competition in the sale .of arms
of precision to tribes who may become her antagonists in warfare.
I also doubt whether at any period of time an English Court
would have allowed a foreigner to break his contract with an
English subject in order to foster such competition.
\\'hen the series of cases, from the earliest. to the present time,
are carefully considered, I think they will be found to record the
H. L. (1':.)

189~
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history of a protracted struggle bet\\'een the principle of common H. L. (E.)
honesty in 11rivate transactions, on the one hand, and the stern
189~
,__,....
rule which forbade all restraints of trade on the other. Iu my ~ORDE!\FI:::L"l"
·~
opinion.·it does not admit of dispute that the ancient rule has :II.u:rn
K
o
n
o>:!.:FELT
had the worst of the encounter, and has been gradually losing
.Guxs ..1.xo
()'round .in all. the Courts.
D
.
.I do not think that, between the A:-t )lt;N'lT ION'
Col! P.\XY.
Courts of Common Law and Equ"ity, there has been much, if
any, real difference of opinion. But I am bound to say that the
_language 1.ised by equity judges is on the whole more in ;conso.·!!lance with the commercial policy of the country than some of
. the favo~ite dicta of the common law Courts. I purposely say
some of those dicta, because I find in the opinions of many COUl·
mon law ji1dges of the highest eminence a clear and liberal
i·ecogn1tion of the wider views of policy, which have influenced
_your Lordships in the ·decision of this appeal.
The Lords Justices were agreed, and I understand that your
Lo1·dships are also agreed, as to the result of this case. .A. controversy has arisen -as to the principle upon which that result
ought to be reached. To my mind, it is not a matter of practical
importance whether the admission of a restraint, unlimited in
space, be regarded as a novel exception from the general rule
which forbids all restra.ints, or as an extension of the exception
upon that rule which has admitted limited restraints. I have no
desire to interfere ·with anybody's freedom of choice between
these alternatives. I am content to state that, in my opinion,
the judgment which your Lordships are about to pronounce
goes no farther than to adapt to new circumstances au old and
sound exception to the general rule.
LORD ASHBOURNE : -

l\Iy Lords, I concur in the judgment moved by the Lord
Chancellor.
The sole question is, whether the covenant referred to is void,
or whether it is capable of being enforced against the appellant.
I think it is quite clear that the covenant must be taken as
entered into in connection with the sale of the goodwill of the
appellant's business, and that it was entered into with the plain ·
and bonft. fide object of protecting that business.
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The appeJlant has argued that he-is not bound by the ~ovenant,
and thai it is void, as being opposed to public policv, and, bein"'
~
""
So?mi.:xn:LT general, unrestricted as to area.
''· rn
The cases that have been referred_ to. a_r~ interesting and im:1i.-x
~·?P.m:sm:i· portant as shewino- t-he historv <rrowth and development of an
G v~s. A:ND
o
.J' o
' .
"\~Dirsmos important branch of our law. In ·considering the·m it is necesCo:11P.<sY. sary to bear in mind the vast advances that have si:nce the reign
J.o:o! ~",.,"" of Queen Elizabeth taken plac~ in science, iuventfons, political
institntions, commerce, and the intercourse of nations. . Telegraphs, postal systems, railways, steam, have brought all parts of
the world into touch. Communication has become easy, rapid,
and cheap. Commerce has grown with our growth, and trade is
ever findi ng new outlets and methods that cannot be circumscribed by areas or narrowed by the municipal laws of any
country. It is not surprising to note that our laws have been
also e:.>panded, and that legal principles hiwe been applied ancT
developed so as to suit the exigencies of the age in which we
live.
The appellant practically seeks to ignore the alte~ed conditions of to-day, and to rely upon a rigid application of what he
conceives to be the meaning of some decisions given in other
generations, and this \vithout taking note of the facts of the
cases or of the conditions of the time when they occurred.
Eis argument practically is that . his covenant is in general
restraint" of trade, and that if it be so-regardless of whether it
is reasonable, whether it only affords a fair protection to his
covenantees-it must be held to be void.
In the early times all agreements in restraint of trade were
discountenanced ; but by degrees, as the exigencies of an advancing civilization demanded, this was found to be too rigid,
and our judges considered in each case what was reasonable and
necessary to afford fair protection. This is apparent in the important judgment of Lord Macclesfield in lt1itchel v. Reynolds (1).
That ~vas the case of a partial restraint of trade, and the judgment referred to the great distinction between a covenant in.
general r estraint of trade and such a covenant as he was then
dealing with. According to the then state. of English life, it
H. L. (E.)

.

lS!H

(1) 1 P. W ms. 181.
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would be hard to concei>e that a covenant in general restraint H. L . (E.)
of trade could ever be reasonable, and no imagination could
189•1
then conceive that it could ever be needed for the fair pro- Nor::-;.E~T
.tection ·of any one. It is easy to understand how a distinction :-.r.:~i)1
for convenience
came to be thus expressly noted between general No?.o.:!\F~i;l'
.
GO•llD
and partial restraints of trade. Tindal C.J., in Horne1· Y. A>;,wi.-1:~?x
Graves (l ), points out, fo· reference to this judgment of Lord C OllP.1.:S..
·Macclesfield: "The Lor.d Chief Justice says 'a restraint to Lo'd ·~""'°'
carry on · a. tr~de throughout the kingdom must be void; a
~- restraiu."t to carry it on within a particular place is good,' which
are rath~r 1nstances and examples than limits of the application
of the rule, which can only be at last, what is a reasonable
restraint·'\Vith reference to a particular case."
Reference to this judgment of Lord Macclesfield and to this
distinction between covenants in general and partial restraint of
'trade is found naturally in numerous cases. It appeared to
afford a convenient nomenclature, and to be probably suited for
some cases ; but I respectfully concur with Tindal C.J. in the
words already quoted, that these covenants were not "limits of
the application of the rule, which can only be at last, what is a
reasonable restraint with reference to a particular case."
I do not know that there is a single reported case, whose facts
are clearly known, where a covenant in general restraint of
trade, clearly reasonable in itself and only affording a fair protection to the parties, has beeri held to be void. One can readily
see that such covenants might be extravagant and unnecessary,
quite unreasonable, and not at all required for fair protection,
and then the fact that they were general and not partial would
be a distinction entitled to great weight. Thus I can well
understand the existence of the distinction being kept alive and
noted in so many cases, though this would not at all imply or
require that the reasonableness of a covenant and the fact that
it only afforded fair protection should ever be put aside or
·

ignored.
In former days the arguments used shewed how different was
the circumstances of those times. Discussions are to be found
as to ten-mile limits, and fifty miles, and as to the distances of
( 1) 7 Bing. 735.
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one English to.wn from another-then considerable topics, but
now often trivial having regard to present means of locomotion.
xo"D~:s;·E::c The cases shew a great variety of circumstances; different pro~r.:·;;,), fessions and trades, cases of apprenticeship and sales· of good~
~\0o:nH:>t'1:r:: will. Each c1ise has had to be considered on its· own facts. It
G i..'~$ .\:-;!,
.
.
~
,
.
.
•.\ ~n1~s !·•w:> i s really_ impossible to divide all cases into the two categories of
1,,.,!!'.\~Y. coven,ints in general and partial restraint ·of tra4e requiring
L·:·:·. ~ .\ ~l:i·...t::~~ · ~1i stiuct treatment and needing different policies. ·However it
is accomplishe<l, the law must work in harmony.with the requirements of the times and must advance and develop with the
growth of our national life and institutions. "\-Yhether ·there
ever was an effective and acknowledged rule, requiring all covenants in restraint of trade to be divided into two broad categories
of general or partial restraint with the test of reasonableness
openly and e::s:pressly applied to partial restraints1 whilst it was
ostensibly denied to general restraints, though in reality applied
tinder the guise of an e::s:ception whenever the exigencies of life
and business required it; or whether, assuming the rule to .have
been once known and recognised, it can now be accepted as
applicable to the conditions of our present life; or whether all
restraints upon trade have been always really governed by the
one test, what is a fair protection and what is reasonable; are
inquiries of interest on which legal minds may differ. I dci not
regard t.he distinctions of any practical importance, because, as
in the present case, the inquiry as tO the validity of all covenants in restraint of trade must, I am disposed to think, now
ultimately turn upon whether they are reasonable, and whether
they exceed what is necessary for the fair protection of the
covenantees. There may. be differences of opinion as to the
history of covenants in restraint of trade, as to distinctions from
time to time taken in nomenclature, but I believe in the result
there is no real difference of opinion, and that all your Lordships
hold the covenant in the present case to be good and valid for
reasons which do not very seriously differ.
I do not pursue the controversy suggested by Bowen L.J. as
to the judgments of Lord Langdale, Jam.es V.C., and Sir Edward
Fry in the three cases so often referred to; but, as will appear
from what I have already said, I would find much difficulty in
ll. L . (!:'..)
lSiH
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accepting all his criticisms, much a.s I respect his abili:ty and H. L. (E.)
research.
1894
Lindlev L.J. clearly in his judgment recognised the tendency :Xo1;-;;;;;F;;L?
·of moder~ cl°ecisions, and said e::s:.pressly the opinion "that the
~r.~~rn
Onl)' test ·by which to determine the validity or invalid.ity of. a :XoHoE"~ELT
Gt!\S A~D
covenant in i;estraint of "tra\ie given for valuable cons1den:i.tt0n A~~ti::<IT!,?;-;
was its ~easonableness for. the protection of the trade or business co~ -. Qf the CQVenautee" WaS· ·" the doctrine to which the modern J.OT~ ~"'""
authorities have been gradually approximating."
Having ;r:egard to the fac ts of" the present case, to the nat~re
of the business, to the class and number of customers, I thmk
"the cov~nant reasonable and not larger than the protection of
the responilents required. I do not see anything to lead to the .
eonclusion that the covenant is injurious to the public interest.
. I entirely agree with "the Lord Chancellor in the propriety and
prudence of not saying a word which would imply that such au
important topic was ignored or lost sight of.
I concur in the suggested judgment:
LORD ?IIACNAGHTEN :-

1\:Iy Lords, the appellant, Thorsten Nordenfelt, a Swedish
gentleman of much intelligence, as his able address to youi:_
Lordships proved, and of great skill in certain branches ot
mechanical science, had establishe.d in England and Sweden a
valuable business in connection with the manufacture of quick:firing guns. His customers were comparatively few in number,
but his trade was world-wide in extent. He had upon his books
almost every monarch and almost every St.ate of any note in the
habitable globe. In 1886 II.Ir. Nordenfelt sold his business to a
limited company which was formed for the purpose of purchasin.g
it. A.t the same time and as part of the same transaction he
entered into a restrictive covenant with the purchasers intended
to protect the hasiness in their hands. In 1888 the purchasers
transferred their business to the respondents, a limited company
established. with tb.e object of combining the Nordenfelt business
with a similar business founded by a l\Ir. Maxim. The transfer
was made with the concurrence of }Ir, Nordenfelt. \Vithout his
concurrence and co-operation it is plu.in that it would not have
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been made at all. On the occasion · of the transfer, and ·as part
1S94
of the arrangement, Mr. .Nordenfelt entered into a restrictive
Non;;H:LT covenant with the respondents. This covenant . was in some
M.~~l:ll
respects wider, in oth.ers less "wide, than · the covenant "with the
N~I<D£!1YEL'.l' original purchasers. But it was in lieu of and in substitution
Gu~·s .o\ ND
~
'
A:>rnu!lmo:- for, that covenant, which of course would have been kept alive if
CollP-<xY. Mr. Nordenfelt had declined to come into the··new ~rrangement.
~i.;;~~L.. . In these circumstances I think that the Court of Appeal were
right' in regarding the covenant which )fr. Nordenfelt ent ered
into with the respondents as a covenant made upon the occasion
of the sale of his business, and as depending for its validity
upon the principles and considerations applicable to·such a case.
The stipulation was that Mr. Nordenfelt should not, during
the term of twenty-five 'years from the date of the incorporation
of the company, if the company should so long continue t o carry
on business, "engage except on behalf of the company either
di.rectly or indirectly in t.be trade or business of a manufacturer
of guns, gun-mountings or carriages, gunpowder explosive'? or
ammunition "-so for the covenant has been held good; then
come the words, "or in any business competing or liable to
compete in any way with, that for the time being carried on by
the company." A proviso was added ~o the effect that such
restriction should not apply to explosives other than gunpowaer,
or to subaqueous or submarine boats or torpedoes, or castings or
forgings of steel or iron, or alloys of iron or of copper. The
latter part of the covenant, which extends to all competing
businesses, may be disregarded. In view of the manifold objects
of the company, as set out in their memorandum of association,
it was h eld by the Court of Appeal to be void ; and there is no
appeal from that part of the decision. The proviso also, I think,
may be put aside. It is one of the circumstances t o b e taken
into consideration as bearing upon the question of the reasonableness of the agreement; but it is not, I think, essential to
the validity of this covenant.
Mr. Nordenfelt admittedly bas broken the earlier part of the
covenant. His contention is that the whole ·covenant is void in
law as being a covenant in restraint of trade unlimited in space.
A.nd the only point which your Lordships have to decide is
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whether that part of t he covenant which the appellant· hi!.s H. L. (E.)
broken is valid. For it cannot be disputed that the covenant is
1S9i
severable, and that part may be good though: part be void.
xonn;,xl'ELT .
·The le~rned fudges of the Court of Appeal h ave come to the M.:~ur
conclusion that the earlier part of the covenant is valid. .But NoirnE:s-F.ELT
Gu~~s A~D
though they t~Uarrive at one a!ld t.he same result, they approach A)~>n::s'r~ros
the question from somewhat different points Of view.
Co~Y.
·Lindley L.J. expressed his opinion that the doctrine " t hat ~rac~.:l:eu.
t~e only t est· by which to de.termine the validity or invalidity of
a,. covenant. in restraint of trade given, for valuable consideration
was its reaso~ableness for the "Protection of the trade or business
of the covenantee" was "the doctrine t o which the modern
authorities·h~ve been gradually approximating." But he could
not, he said, "regard it as finally settled, nor, indeed, as quite
correct." H e thought · it ignored "the la w which forbids
W:onopolies and prevents a person from unrestrictedly binding
· himself not to earn his living in the best way he can." In the
particular circumstances of the present case he considered that
the earlier part of the covenant was not contrary t o public policy.
Apart from public policy, he thought it reasonable, n ot being
1vider than was "reasonably necessary for t he protection of the
interests of the covenantee."
The late Lord Bowen considered that it was the established
common law doctrine,:__a rule to be gathered from the books
" with perfect ease," though certain equity judges had ignored
the rule or misunderstood the law-that in the case of contracts
in general restraint of trade the Courts baa nothing to do with
the reasonableness of the transaction. That was au inquiry
which appertained only to partial restraints. Contracts in
general restraint of trade he defined as "those by which a person
' restrains himself from all exer cise of his trade in any part of
England." "Scores of cases," he added, " have proceeded on
this basis, and those who dispute the rule can only do so, as it
seems to me, by disregarding the judgments and opinions of an
uncounted n umber of unanimous common law judges." But
then he thought that the rule, being a rule based on reason and
policy, might admit of exceptions; and treating the present case
as an exception, he, too, thought the agreement limited to the
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u. L. CE.) first part of the covenant reasonable in itself and not contqtry to
IS91
public policy.
N·;;rrn<:::;nn
A. L. Smith L.J. came to the· same conclusio~ thinkin" that
.
'
t:>
~r.~~"'
there was no hard-and-fast rule" that every co·venant fo restraint
N~••:1>r:~rnt.·~
of • trade is ipso facto
void if. it is .. unlimited
as· to space"
,, '
ti-1..::-;s A~D
. ·
.
, . ""na
-'-~"ff"'"''o::. being apparently of opinion that the rnstraint in the present
Co"PA"Y. case, thongh unlimited in space, mighi )'et be rega1:(J.ed as partial
:\:.•_.:;;~~~~C'n. 9wing to ihe circumstance that certa.in trades, or · branches of
trade, in which t he appellant had been engaged were reserved to
him by the proYiso attached to the covenant.
No doubt it is one thing to say that all exceptions to the
general rule that the policy of the law is against· restraints of
trade are referable to one and the same p~inciple, and that the
only true test is, what is a. ret1sonable restraint in the particular
case. It is another thing to say that restraints o( trade are
divisible into two distinct categories-partial i·estraints and·
general restraints-that reasonableness is a test applicable to
partial restraints and inapplicable to general restraints, but that
the rule admits of exceptions; and that when you have found
an exceptional case, yqu may apply to it the very same test
which is applicable to partial restraints. There is a distinction
certainly. But whether there is a substantial difference it is
perhaps unnecessary to inquire. Assuming the rule to be· that
general .restraints are void as being contrary to public policy,
and not ou any other ground, an exception must surely arise, ·if
exceptions are admissible at all, as soon as you find that the
pafticulnr case under consideration is not contrary to public
policy, and so not opposed to the principle on which the rule is
founded.
Thinking, n.s I do, that the distinction, if it exists, is of no
practical importance, I should have been content with expressing
my concurrence in the result at which the Court of Appeal have
arrived, if it had not been for Cel'tai n passages in the ve~y able
and elaborate judgment of the late Lord Bowen, from which I
respectfully dissent.
Having laid down what he considers to be the common law
rule, Lord Bowen proceeds to observe that "t.Jie first cloud upon
ihe clear sky of the common law narrati ve comes in the equity
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decision of Lord Langdale in Whittaker v. Howe (1841) (1),"- H. L. (E.)
a ·decision to which he applies the word" inexplicable." "Every189-1.
thing,'' says Lord Bowen, "app·ears clear in the case except. the Xoi\;;;'n-:·
judgment of the Court. The covenant was not a covenant in )L~~rn
Partial , but in general restraint of trade ·' and the i·estraint. of '.\"o~DE:-.-rn.T
Gr: ~s A ~ r'
trade being a general one; the Court had nothing to do with the Amn:::mrosreasonableness of the transaction; · Lord Langdale, nevertheless, :..-0'"'":;-L
begin~ by· stai~ng that the question was whether the restraint 3 i..;;~~·i"c~.
intended to be imposed upon the defendant was reasonable; aucl
. he cites as a guide for himself the words of Tindal C.J. in Horne;·
v. Graves. (2)." Then, after pointing out that Hornei· v. Graves (2)
was a case of limited restraint, Lord Bowen adds, "Lord Langdale thus . appears io miss the whole point of the common law
classificati~n, and treats the matter before him in the wrong
category." Dealing with the judgment of James V.C. in the
'L eathe;· Cloth Company v. L orsont ( 3), Lord Bowen says that his
"language seems calculated in several passages. to confuse, and
not to throw light upon our conceptions of the established
common law doctrine." "The Vice-Chancellor's expressions,"
he observes, " are at times colbured by the same kind of misapprehension of the common law as that which pervades the
judgment of Lord Langdale in Whittake,. v. Howe (1)." Observations of a similar kind are made in reference to the judgment
of Sir Edward Fry in Rous"illon v. Rousillon (4).
My Lords, this appears to me to be a very grave censuregraver, I think, than L ord Bo,ven could have supposed or
intended-because iu such cases it was undoubtedly the duty of
equity to follow the common law. The province of the Court
was to give effect to common law rights. If the covenant was
void a.t common law, a Court of Equity would have erred
grievously in attempting to enforce it by injunction. If the
question had been doubtful, it would have been the duty of the
Court, at least in the time of Lord Langdale, to leave the parties
to their common law rights, or to take the opinion of a Court
of Common Law, as was done in the case of Bunn v. G~ty (5),
(1) 3 Beav. 383, 394.
(2) 7 Biog. 735, 743.

(3) Law Rep. 9 Eq. 345.
(4) H Ch. D. 351.
(5) 4 East, 190.
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and by Lord · Langdale himself . in the case of l{i'cholls v.
(I). ·
Xoirn-e!':r·r:L·r
Criticism so unsparing seems to invite- or provoke inquiry.
1r:;l)[ One cannot do 6th~nvise than test ·the grOllnd at each step. I
::\c;nDE!':FJ::1.T haYe read, I think, every reported case upon the subiect and I
GL1' ... .\XI)
~
J
,
A););,,~;;wx must say, with .the utmost deference .to Lord Bqwen's opinion,
C"ollP.•!<>. that I cannot help thinking that Lord :Langdale and James
~!."'.;~~~~""'· V.C. and Sir E. Fry have rightly 8lPrrebended the .common law
doctrine as it may be traced in the books, and ·as it is expounded
by some of the leading authorities on the subject in modern
times.
In the age of Queen Elizabeth all restraints of trade, whatever
they were, general or_ partial, were thought to be contrary to
public policy, and therefore void (Colgate v. Bacli.ele:r (2)). In
time, however, it was found that a rule so rigid ap.d far-reaching
_must seriously interfere with transactions of every-day occurrence.
Traders could hardly venture to let their shops out of their own
hands ; the purchaser of a business was at the mercy of the
seller; every apprentice was a possible rival. So the rule was
relaxed. It was relaxed as far as the exigencies of trade for the
time being required, gradually and not without difficulty, until
it came to be recognised that all partial restraints might be good,
though it was thought that general restraints, that is, restraints
of general application extending throughout the kingdom, must
be bad. Why was the relaxation supposed to be thus limited?
Simply because nobody imagined in those days that a general
restraint could be reasonable, not because there was any inherent
or essential distinction between the two cases. "Where the
restraint is general," says Lord Macclesfield, in Mitchel v.
Reynolds (3), "not to exercise a trade throughout the kingdom,"
the restraint "must be void, being of no benefit to either party
and only oppressive, as shall be shewn by-and-by." Later on
he gives his reason. "What does it signify," he says, "to a
tradesman in London what another does at Newcastle; and surely
it would be unreasonable to .fix a certain loss on one side without
<lllY benefit to the other." "Any deed,' 1 says Best L.C.J., m
H. L. ( E.)

1891

St1·efton

(1) 7 Beav. 42; 10 Q. B. 346.

(3) l _P. \.Yms. 181.

(2) Cro. Eliz. 872.
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Homer v. Ashfonl (1), "by which a person binds.himself not,to H.L(E.)
employ his talents, bis industry, or his capital iu any useful
1894
undertaking in the kingdom; would be· void, because no good Nor-';;;ELT
· reason·can be imagined for any person's imposing such a restruint lli~
on himself."
XowENn:x.T
(;;1,');S .A.~n>
The true v.ie1v at the pres~nt time I think, is this: The public A~nrnx1T1o!f
·
Co=A.NY.
have an interest"in every persou·s carrying on his trade freely: so
has the individual. All interference with individual liberty of iho~ten.
action _in· trading, and all restraints of trade of themsel ves, if
there is. nothing more, are contrary to public policy, and therefore void.· That is the general rule. But there are exceptions :
· restraints· of trade and interference with individual liberty of
action may be justified by the special circumstances of a particular ~ase. It is a sufficient justification, and indeed it is the
only justification, if. the restriction is reasonable-reasonable,
that is; in reference to the interests of the parties concerned and
reasonable in reference to the interests of the public, so framed
and so guarded as to afford adequate protection to the party in
whose favour it is imposed, while at the same time it is in no
way injurious to the public. That, I think, is the fair result of
all the authorities. But it is not to be supposed that that result
was reached all at once. The law has changed much, even since
Mitchel v. Reynolds (2). It ha.s become simpler and broader too.
It was laid down in Mitchel v. Reynolds (2) that the Court was
to see that the restriction was made upon a good and adequate
consideration, so as to be a proper and useful contract. But in
time it was found that the parties themselves were better judges
of that matter than the Court, and it was held to be sufficient if
there was a legal consideration of value; though of course the
quantum of consideration may enter into the question of the
reasonableness of the contract. For a long time exceptions were
very limited. As late as 1793 it was argued that a restriction
which included a country town, ancl extended ten miles round it,
was so wide as to be unreasonable. It was said, and apparently
said with truth, that up to that time restrictions had been con:fined to the limits of a parish, or to some short distance, as half.
a-mile. But Lord Kenyon, in his judgment, observed that he
(1) 3 Bing. at p. 326.
A. C. 1894'.

(2) 1 P. Wms. 181.
3
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did not see that the limits in question were necessarily unreasonable. "Kor do I know," he added, "how to draw the line":
Xos';;;'n1.T Da:i;is v. Mason (I). The doctrine that the ar~a of restriction
~ 1 :,~rn should correspond with the ·area within which protection is reXoa1>EsFi:•:" quired is an old doctrine. B.ut it used to be laid down that the
Gi;ss .1.:<D
·
• •
.·\ )_rllus1;1.os correspondence must be exact, and that it was incumbent on the
COllPA!>\.
. "ff to snew
l
.
.
h t to b.~ en1orce
,.
d was
plamt1
t hat t he restriction
soug
!.orJ
•
h
·
bl"
1'
,~h
b
11.tcl!o,;i.i.11. .neit er excessive nor contrary to pu
lC po icy. -'-'Ow t e ettcr
opinion is that the Court ought n'ot to .hold the contract void
nnless the defendant "made it plainly and obviously clear thatt
the plaintiff's interest did not r equire the defendant's exclusion
or that the public interest would be sacrificed" if the proposed
restraint were upheld: Tallis v. Tallis (2).
To a certain extent, different considerations must apply ia
cases of apprenticeship and cases of that sort, on the. one hand,
and cases of the sale of a business or dissolution .of partnership
"on the other. A man is bound an apprentice because he wishes
t o learn a tra.de and to practise it. A man may sell .beca~e he
is getting t-00 old for the strain and worry of business, or because
he wishes for some other reason to retire. from business altogether.
Then there is obviously more freedom of contract between buyeF
a~d seller than between master and servant or between an
employer and a person seeking employment.
When the question is how far iutel'ference with the liberty of
an individual in a particular trade offends against the interest of
the public, there is not much difficulty in measuring the offence
and coming to a judgment on the question. The difficulty i&
much greater when the question of public policy is considered
at large and without direct reference to the interests of tbe
individual under restraint. It is a principle of law and of public
policy that trading should be encouraged and that trade should
be free; but a fetter is placed on trade and trading is discouraged if a man who has built up a valuable business is not
to be permitted to dispose of the fruits of his labours to the
best advantage. It has been said that if the restraint be
general "the whole of the public is restrained "- a phrase
not, I think, particularly accurate, or perhaps particular] y
H. L. (E.)
189·1

(1) 5 T. R. 118.

(2) 1 E. & B. 391, 412.
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intelligible. It has been said that when a person is debarred H L . ( E.)
from carrying on his trade within a certain limit of space he
1894
will carry it on elsewhere, and thus the public outside the ~oRDEsrn.:area of restric"tion will gain an advantage which may be set off, 111:~n.1
as it were a<>ainst the disadvantage resulting: to the public Noi<oB:sFzt.:!"
'
_o
......
Gess A~D
within the limited area. That is, perhaps, a just observation in A:u><cs1Ti o:s_j
a ·case of appr~nti'ceship a·n a ~ases Of that sort; but it is, I think, w),IP.~sv.
·r ather. a fanciful way of looking at the matter in the case of a Mac~~trn.
.sale of goodwill; Applied to t hat sort of case, it seems to me
··to be just one of those unrealities whi_ch tend to confuse this
question. What has the public to hope in the way of future
service f~om a man who sells his business meaning to trade no
·more? Is it likely that he will begin the struggle of life again
working at his old trade or profession in some remote place
whe.re· he has no interest and no connections? Js the possibility
'that he may do so a factor to be taken into consideration? Now,
when all trades and businesses are open to everybody alike, it is
not very easy to appreciate the injury to the public resulting
from the withdrawal of one individual. When Lord Kenyon
was pressed with an argument as to the injury to the public in
Thetford that would result 'from denying them the services of a
particular surgeon, he answered that the public were not likely
to be injured by an agreement of this kind. "Every other
person," he added, "'is at liberty to practise as a surgeon in
this town": Davis v. Mason (1). Then I cannot help thinking
that there is a good deal of common sense in the way in which
Lord Campbell fooked at this question. A retired partner in
the canvassing trade of a publishing business, being under a
rest rictive covenant, claimed the right to disseminate his publications within the area of restriction. He appealed to public
policy. "It is clear," said Lord Campbell, " there would be evil
if the law justified such a breach of contract; but it is by no
means clear there would be any compensating good to the publia
from the publications intended by the defendant to be so made
in violation of his promise to the plaintiff": Tallis v. Tallis (2).
That, of course, is not decisive in itself. It is an element for
consideration of more or less weight according to circumstances.
(1) 5 T. R. 118.

(2) l E. & B. 391, 413.
s
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But Lord CU:mpbell's observation serves to bring into contrast
JS!H
the two prh1Ciples which have to be adjusted ~n all these cases
-:; 08;.;:n:i:r - freedom of trade and freedom of contract.
llr.~~m
Sir Edward Fry'.s view was th!'t the cases in which an un>~·:~:~a:.~·r limited prohibition has been sp<?ken 0£ as void. r ela.te only to
_;(;,~;v~t;,~." circumstances in which such a prohibition ha~ been unreasonable.
\.-0) 11'·'~' - Lord Bowen cites this passage; and ~eets ·it with the foilowing
~t:s~~;;~;~te:l. · question : "Is it not a truer view ~hat the Courts haye never, as
a rule, even entered on the consid~ration of the circumstances of
any particular case where the prohibition has been unlimited as
to area?" That question seems to go to the root of the matter.
l\Iay I venture to put it to the proof? Since the date. of "fflitehel
v. R<:ynolds (1) how many cases have there been in which a· ·
general prohibition lias come before a Court of Common Law for
discussion or decision? So far as I can discover there are two,
and two only-Warcl v. Byrne (2) and Hinde v. Gray (3). In
H inde v. Gray (3) the point was disposed of during the argument,
on the presiding judge observing that the particular c~venant
under consideration had been held invalid in Ward v. Byme (2).
That observation was repeated in the judgment, and nothing
more was said. The. covenant in question there was as little
reasonable, though perhaps not quite so absurd, as the covenant
in W«,.d Y. B yrne (2). H:inde v.· Gray (3), therefore, does not
:help one much. There remains the case of Ward v. Byrne (2).
In that case an unlimited restraint ~·as imposed on a coal merchant's clerk. When once he left his· master's employment he
1rns not for nine months to earn his daily bread anywhere as a
coal merchant or a coal merchant's clerk, or in any capacity
connected with the business of a coal merchant-an absurd and
nnreasonable stipulation, if ever there was one. The only wonder
i>, that when the case first came before the Court on an argument
as to the construction of the covenant, the vice of the contract
passed unnoticed. After wards there was a motion in arrest of
judgment on tbe ground that the co"l"enant was void. How was
that application dealt with? Did the Court abstain from entering on the consideration of the particular-circumstances? \Vhy,
H . L (E.)

(1) l P. Wms. 181.

(2) 5 M. & W. 518.

(3) 1 :\Ian. & G. 195.
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the main if not the only, crround of objection was the um:el1son- H. L. (B.)
'
.o
ableness of such a restriction in the particular circumstances or
lS~H ,
the case. ".This restriction," observes the Chief Baron, "extends ~oR;:;>:LT
to· all parts of England, ~nd to every species of e~gagement by :-.r.:.~i~t
which this person during that time could gain a livelihood by X~~~i~~:;T
his trade. V/hat protection could the plaintiff require to such A)IY.UNtTw:s.
an extent as this? Can it be supposed that the plaintiff's t rade Col!P.~!'IY.
·
f
l.ord
·could. be preju<;liced by this roll.n's entering into the sernce o a lfm-<~•uen.
coal me:i:chant in ScotlanP.? The obligation which the <lefen.". dant u~dertakes by his bond is that he shall neither be nor serve
a coal m.er~hant in any capacity for nine months. That goas w
jar beyond what theplctint~ff could r~i~ire that ·it is an wireasona.ble
restriction.:_:it is void on both grounds. It is against the principles ~nd policy of the law as to any restraints on trade and
,the right of every man to be at libertt to struggle for his own
existence in the exercise of an y lawful employment; and it is
beyond what is necessary for the protection of .the plaintiff or
what the justice of the case demands." Nothing cau be plainer
than th e view of the Chief Baron: all restraints of trade, ii' there
is nothing more, are regarded with disfavour by the law; this
restraint is unnecessary and unreasonable. The judgment uf
Parke B. is, I think, substantially to the same effect ; but it
is so important that I shall reserve it for separate consideration
presently. Gurney" B. followed the same line of argument.
" 'What is there," he asks, " in the tra<le of a coal merchant in
London whose interests could be injured by any person settingup as a coal merchant or assisting another person in that trade
at Exeter or York ? " All these considerations, it 'l'>'ill IJ<:
observe<l, were wholly beside the point if there was in force a,
simple rule to the effect that the Court has nothing whatever
to do with the reasonableness of the transaction in the ctise o!
general restraints.
There is no higher authority upon this subject in modern
times than Tindal C.J. He had more to do with moul<ling the
law on this head and bringing it into harmony wit.h common
sense than all the judges since Lord l\Iacclesfield's time .p ut
together. You will hardly find any judgment in reference to
restraint of trade delivered by any Court in England or America.
f•
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during the last· sixty years in which some passage is nqt cited
from some judgment of Tindal C.J. In Horne'I: .-. Graves (1)
Nou;;nM Tindal C.J. delivered the considered judgment bf the Court.
r.r.:.~rn In the course of it h~ had occasion t o refer to the passage in
:Kvao1;s1.-tL'r "Jfitchel v. Reynolds (2), which is sunposed to be theori,,.in or at
G uss .\l'iO
''
o
'
Al!Mo~1T1os least the earliest embodiment of the doctrine, thii.t a different
Co)ll'..SY
principle applies to general restraints ancf partial restraints.
i.c.o~~~~tco. ·'Parker C.J.," he observes, "say~ a ' restraint to carry on a
trade throughout the kingdom must be void; a restraint to
carry it.on within a particular place is good ' ; which are rather
instances and examples than limits of the application of the
rule, which can only be at last, what is a reasonable 1·estraint with
reference to the 1;articular case." It is quite true that Horne1· v.
Gra·ves (1) was a case of partial restraint; but here we have
Tindal C.J. dealing with the case of a general restraint as well
~s the case of a partial restraint. ·w ith both cases pointedly
Lefore him, and -in reference to the one as well as to the other,
he says that the only rule is, what is a reasonable restraint. with
reference to the particular case. I do n,ot find that thi~ passage
has ever been questioned, nor is· there ·in the books, so far as I
c:m discover, any authority conflicting with it, except the judg·
ment of Lord Bowen in the present case. It may, perhaps, be
objected that passages are to be found in the judgmerits of
Tindal ·C.J. as well as in the judgments of ot her judges, in
which it is said that general restraints ·are void without adverting
to any reason for their invalidity. That, no doubt, is so, and,
indeed, in this very judgment there is such a passage. But i:s it
not fair to conclude that Tindal C.J. thought general restraints
bad, not because there was an arbitral'y law to that effect-a
hard-and-fast rule which judges had learned by rote, and the
origin of which it was forbidden to explore-but because he took
a general restraint to be an example, a typical example if you
will, of an unreasonable contract? It does not seem to me to
affect the question in the very least how often the dictum may
be found repeated, if, on the one hand, it is not accompanied by
tt.ny reason or explanation, and, on the other, it appears without
uny authoritative statement that the proposition had become a
H . ·L. (E.)

189!

(1) 7 Ring. 735.

(2) 1 P. '\'m<. 181.
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wa.s neither to be questioned nor explained. 'It is ILL. (E.)
merely a dictum after all, because there is no reported case,
189-l:
except, perhaps, Ward v. Bryne (1), in which it could have had ~ 01;;;;--P'£LT
any' beari"ng upon the decision. Certainly i t is no wonder that M:~rn:
judges of former times did not foresee that the cliswveries of :S-o~~:NF~LT
science and the practical i:esqlts of those discoveries might in A~~~-s~~~~x
time prove general restraints in s~me "ciLSes to be perfectly reason- CollP....."\T.
able. , .Vhen that time came it wa.s only a legitimate development ~fac~~tien.
.,-it was hardly even an extension-of the principle on which
exceptions "'.ere first allowed to admit unlimit_ed restraints into
the class of allowable exceptions to the general rule.
I would now turn to the judgment of Parke B. in the case of
TVard v. Byrne (1), which was decided in 1839, eight years after
the dec.ision in Horner v. Graves (2). The learned judge begins ·
by stating the circumstances of the case, and the leading prin<ii pie ·1aid down in Mitchel . v. Reynolds (3), that the public have
au interest iu e\'ery person carrying on his trade· freely. Then
he cites as a guide for himself the words of Tindal C.J., in a
case of limited restraint, the very thing for which Lord Langdale is so much blamed. He could not, he said, express the rule
more clearly than it had beeu done by Tindal C.J. in Hitchcock
v. Cohrf (4), where he says: "'iVe agree in the general principle
.a<lopted by the Court of Queen's Bench, that where the restraint
-0f a party from carryillg on a trade is larger and wider than the
;protection of the party with whom the contra.ct is made can
1)ossibly require, such restraint must be considered as unreasontt.ble in law, and the contract which ~·ould enforce it must be
therefore void." Oddly enough, that is a reproduction of the
very passage which Lord Langdale selected as his guide; only
he took it from Horner v. Grai•es (2) directly; Parke B. took it
from the judgment on appeal in Hitchcoclc v. Coker (4). There it
i.s attributed io Lord Denman, who does no more than quote the
passage which Lord Langdale cites from Horner v. Gmves (2).
Then Purk~ B. observes, and he repeats the observation more
than once, that there is no authority in favour of the position
that there can be a general restriction limited only as to time.
(1) 5 ?iI. & \V. 548.
(2) 7 Bing. 735.

(3) l P . Wms. 181.
(4) 6 A. & E. 438.
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He might, I tl.ii:nk, have said with equal truth, that there was no
case since Mitchel v. R8ynolds (l) in which the qu~stion had come
NotDll:>FELT before the Court for consideration.
In .·conclusion he says:
M:~m
" This case falls \vit~in the rule laid dinon b'lj Tindal' O.J., viz.,
XGozoEN>'ELT that this i's a gene:ml prohibition 1rom. car't71ing. dn trade which is
t:X$ A...
"
·
A>l)tuNmoN moi-e extensive than the interests of the pcwty with whom the contract
1
Co" '-'NY. is made can possibly require. On that ground I th.i.nk the judgMoc~~t•"· meni ought to be arrested." \Vhat did Parke B. mean there by
the ·rule laid down by Tindal OJ? There ·is no rule to b~
found laid down by Tindal C.J. in those words or to that effect
except in the passage I have cited from Iiorner v. G?·aves (2).
Parke B. may have been referring to Horne-I' v. Graves (2), or he
mny haYe been referring to some opinion well known to him,
though it is not to be found in an y reported judgment. In
either case that would be a strong confirmation of. the argument
~am endeavouring to present to your Lordships. But the argu-·
ment seems to m.e t-0 be irresistible if Parke B. thought that the
rule as he expressed it, and as applied to a case of genera~ pro·
hibition, was fairly to be deduced from a similar rule Ia.id clo1Yn
in a case of pa.rtial restraint.
With regard to Lor.cl Langdale's judgment in Whittaker v.
Howe (3), I have some difficulty in understanding what the objection: t-0 it is, even on the view which Lord Bowen tak'es in.
reference to partial and general restraints, unless his view was, as
one passage in his judgment whi0h has already been cited seems
to indicate, that a restraint limited to· England is to be considered as a general restraint nowadays when England is only
part of t he United Kingdom as much us it was when the three
kingdoms were separate.
I cannot think that Whittake1· v. Howe (3) requires much
explanation. There is a homely .proverb current in my part of
the country which says you may not "sell the cow and sup the
milk." Thti.t is just what i\lr. Howe tried to do. H e was a
solicitor in large practice. He sold his business for a good.
round sum to two younger practitioners, and covenanted not to
practise on his own account in England or· Scotland. JU order
H. I,. (E.)

~
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(1) 1 P. Wms. 181.

(2) 7 Bing. 735.

(3) 3 Ilc:iv. 3S3.
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to hold the business together his name was kept in the firm an<l H. L. (E.)
he remained in t he office, drawing a handsome salary. Then
189!
there was a . quarrel; and he carried off surreptitious!)· all the Xot:!lEXL'EL1.'
papers he couid lay his hands on; .he set up in the immediate }L~~m
neigh'Qour.hood; and he tried ·to steal the business he had sold. Sosoio:sn:LT
·
Gus~ ~D
His defence was that a covenant so wide was against public A11>l-os~T1os
policy. But it did not occu~ to• him to return the price : tbat COlll'.~\'.
he kept in hi.$ pocket. . Lord Langdale thought the public )!~<~~i.a..
.would. not· greatly suffer . if l\fr. Howe withdrew for a time
.from the ranks of an honourable·profession. I cannot think he
was very wrong. It seems almost absurd to talk of public policy
in connection with such a case. It is a public scandill when the
law is forc;ed to uphold a dishonest act; would the public find
suitable · compensation in the privilege of employing an un:principled lawyer practisiug in violation of his solemn engagement 7 And it must be borne in miud that the firm remained,
t hough oue member retired into private life. Lord Langdale
held, on the evidence before him, that the restraint was uot
unreasonable, although it extended to the whole of England aud
Scotland. ·whether he was right or wrong in that view it i;;
impossible to say without k nowing what the evidence was.
Undoubtedly some solicitors have correspondents in almost
every business centre in the kingdom. At any rate, that part icular point does not seem to have been contested in the
argument, an d it lay on the defendant to prove· the area oC
restriction unreasonable. I venture to think that the decision
in Whittaker v. Howe (1) was right. And, further, whether the
resira.i nt in that case ought to be regarded as general or as
par tial, I think the decision was i11 accord with the opinions
of Tindal C.J. and Parke B. Nor can I, with all deference
t-0 Patteson J., understand how anybody could suppose t hat
Whittaher v. Hoice (1), in which the restraint was held to be
reasonable, conflicts with Wcml v. Byme (2), where the restraint
was plainly unreasonable and held to be so.
Now, in the present case it was hardly disputed that the restraint was reasonable, having regard to the interests of the
parties at the time when the transaction was entered into. It
(1) 3 Beav. 383.

(2) 5 )1. &

w. 548.
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ll:. L. (£.) enabled ?!Ir. Nordenfelt to obtain t he full value of what he had

to sell ; without it t he purchasers could not have been protected
Xonoi;s;'£Ll' in the possession of what they wished to buy, Was it reasonable
;)I.:~rn
in the interests of t h,e public? It can· ha.rdiy be injurious to
.:\'01\nr.srr.~T the public that is t he British ·public .to p·r event· a person fro m
U cxs .\?\n
'
'
· '
A:uirn:s1Tws carrying ou a t rade in weapons of war _abroad. But apart from
Co:::::_:-.;,. that special feature in the present case, how··can the public be
~r.c~~~~<en. injured by the transfer of a business. from one band t o another?
If a business is profitable there will be no lack-of persons ·ready
t o carry it on. In this particular case t he purchasers brought. in
fresh capital, and had at least the opportunity of retaining Mr.
N or<lenfel t's services. But then it was said t here is· another way
in which the public may be injured. nir. Nordenfelt has " committed industrial suicide," and as he can no longer earn h is
living at the t rade which he has made peculiarly his own, h e
~ay be brought to want and become a burden t o the public. ·
i\I y L ords, this seems to me to be very far-fe tched. }fr. Nordenfelt received over £ 200,000 for what he sold. He-may h ave
got rid of the money. I do not know how that is. But even so,
I would answer the argument in the words of Tindal C.J. : "If
the contract is a reasonable one at the time it is entered into we
are not bound t o look out for improbable and extravagant contingencies in order to make it void" : Bannie v. J;·vine (1). ·
l\.fy Lords, for the reasons I have g iven, I think the only true
t est in all cases, whether of partial or general rest raint, is the
t est prop osed by 'l'indal O.J. : What is a reasonable restraint
with reference t o the particular case? I think that the restraint
i u , the present case is reasonable in every point of view, and
tlierefore I agree that t he appeal should be dismissed.
189-!

Lonn Momns :My Lords, I ent irely concur in the judgment and the reasons
for it given by the L ord Chancellor. B ut I desire to express
ruy opinion that, without going through the numerous cases
which have been so exhaustively dealt with in t he Court of
Appeal and by your Lordships, t he weight of aut hority up t o
the pr esent time is with the proposition that general restraints
(\) 7 ~Lrn ..'-:: C. at l'· \1i\..
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of. trade were necessarily void. It appears, however, to
that H. L. (E.)
the time for. a new departure has arisen and that it should be
189!
now authoritatively decided that there should be no difference X o itD£!<FE!.T
iii the legal c~nsiderat.ions which would im·alidate an agreement M::~nr
whether in · general or partial restraint of trading. These con- X(~~1~~~:;~T
siderations, I consider, are ivhether t he restraint is reasonable and ..\.>nrnN1T10~
is not against tl:ie public interest." . Iii olden times all restraints Co>tP~~""Y.
t rading were· considered prima focie void. L"-.n. exception was L<J~J ~!or.i•.
introduced ·when · t he agreement to restrain from trading was
~nly from trading ju a particular place and upon reasonable
considera~fon , leaving still invalid agreements to restrain tradin g
at all. Such a gen eral restraint was in the then state of things
considered: fo be of no benefit even to the covenantee himself;
but we have now reached a period when it may be said that
science and invent ion · have almost annihilated both t ime and
space. Consequently there should no longer exist any cast-iron
rule making void any agreement not to carry on a trade anywhere. The generality of time or space must always be a most
important factor in the consideration of reasonableness though
not per se n decisive test. If t he consideration of reasonableness
-0r of public interest is the rul e, the appellant in my opinion
has no case. The portion of h is business which consisted of
manufacturing guns and gunpowder ex.plosives was one which
would almost altogether be with Governments, foreig n as well us
at home, and wherever carried on would necessarily be in i njurious
compet it ion with t h e respondents; nor does t he subst itution of a
company for t he appellant in the manufact ure of guns anc1
ammunition appear to me t o injuriously affect the publie
in terest.
Order appealed from affirmed and appeal
disrnissed.
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